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Control Problems for Parabolic Equations on 
Controlled Domains 
C;~ven the nne-dimensional hrnt equation ~1, 7 I*, c on the controllrd donuin 
Q(yj = itt, I); 0 .i ?‘l\t). 0 t T; suhjrct to somr illiti;ll-houudnr!- 
conditions. we study rhr prohlrm of optimally selecting y(.) from some ud- 
missible class so as to mnsimize a given payoff of lewd dumtlon. 01 .I’) IS thus n 
controlled domain. IVE- also srtldy rhe prohlcm in 11 hich the hc‘~c cquatmn 
holds in(?lJ. -1 = :3(t) .\ .I’([), 0 t T:: z minimizing. ~8 nxtslmizing, 
i.e., thz ditkcntinl g:~mr. The principle techniques involved are li) tr.~naforming 
the controlled domain to an uncontrolled domain and then (,ii) usng the nwthod 
of lines for parahol~c eqLlations IO enable us to USC known results for control 
systems governed hy ordinary ditkcntinl equations. Sutticient conditions for 
existence in an admissihlz class is gisw~ n:ld the method of lines allo\\s numerical 
techniques to he .Ipplird to determine the optimal control m our class. 
The problem of optimall!~ controlling a s;!-stem golrerned b!, a partial dif- 
ferential equation \\ith thr purpsc trf estremizing a @\-en functional haA been 
studied by many authors. For these problems thr controllin.~ elements haw 
usualt!, entered the t7quation directly, either as an inhomogeneity or 3:: a co&i- 
cient. or indirectly \-ia the boundary conditinns. The domain in which the 
equation holds is u~u:~lly find. In this paper we deal with the prtrhlrm oi 
optlmall!~ controlling a partial diflerential equation in \vhich the control functions 
determine the shape of the domain. 
\Ve deal with two problems. the tirst a generalization of the second. The tirst 
problem consists of studying the differential game for the system in \r-hich one 
side of the domain is; controlled by the minimizer and the other b!- the maximizer. 
Specifically \\e cunsider the one-dimensional heat equation for the function 
i’ = e(r, s): 
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\\ ith initial-boundary conditions 
~Z(O. .I.) = (b(s) (0 :I. s ,..; I), (0.2) 
v(t, n(t)) = o(t) (0 .:< t 1. Tj, (0.3) 
.z(t, .\‘(f)j = b(t) (0 .: t T). (0*-v 
\\‘e consider as controls the functions -t’ = J(.) and u” = a(.) defined on 
[O, T] and taking values in given fised, dis.ioint, compact control sets 1-C R' 
and ZC R*, respectively, satisfying I E I, 0 G Z. The functions -I*(.) must all 
ha1.e the \-alue I at t = 0 and the functions a(.) must all ha\-e the value 0 at 
t = 0 and s(0) = 0. 
The players T and a will be choosing control functions from some class with 
tho goal of maximizing and minimizing respectively, the given payoff functional 
This defines the differential game to be studied. In Section 1 we prove that this 
game has (modified) Lipschitz value as defined by Barron [I, I]. 
In the second problem, treated in Sections 2 and 3. we take z(t) = 0. That 
is. only J’ appears in problem (O.I)-(OSj, and the left boundary of the domain 
is held to 0. The right boundary is controlled by ?’ to maximize (0.5). This, of 
course, is the one-player differential game, or optimal control problem. In this 
paper w prow the existence of an optimal control b!- the method of lines as 
presented by \\‘alter [IO]. Th’ IS method is constructive and can be applied to 
actualI!- find the optimal control. 
It is oh&us that the class of admissible controls for problem (O.l)-(0.5) must 
be more restricti1.c than the class of hounded measurable functions. This is due 
to the fact that to ensure the existence of a solution to (0.1)-(0.-I) the domain in 
which the equation holds must have at least a continuous boundar!-, and. for a 
classical solution. local barriers must esist at each boundary- point. Hence the 
measurable class is 0 priori too large. 
In Section I we pick admissible classes of Lipschitz controls which ensure 
the esistrnce of a unique solution ‘~(t, s) of (0. I)-(O.-Ii with ‘rl in the Sobolex 
class ry. 
Given controls from these admissible classes we diffeomorphically straighten 
the boundaries by a transformation of coordinates so that the problem for the 
heat equation on the controlled domain becomes a problem for a different linear 
parabolic equation on the uncontrolled rectangle [0, 71 v [O. I]: 
U-W 
where u(t, 6) = z(t. I(~v(!j - :[tjj -i- z(t)). Th en WY deal with this problem 
for the transformed pa!-otf. 
Note that the transformation fises the domain hut at the espense of a non- 
linearity in J and z. Furthermore, the derivatives of! and u‘ then also appear. 
By esamining (0.6) it then becomes ob\-ious how to pick our admissihlr 
classes. 
By applying the method of lines to the equation (0.6) corresponding to the 
optimal control problem (a(~) = 0) we reduce the problem to a sequence of 
. 
approxtmatmg, nonlinear, optimal control problems for a sequence of systems 
of ordinarwv differential equations. \Ve can then apply some results from rlement- 
ary control theory to ohtain the existence of a sequence of control functions 
each optimal for the corresponding o.d.e. problem. \\‘e prow in Section 2 that 
this sequence converges to an optimal control for the original problem. even for 
nonlinear payoffs. 
In Section 3 we widen our admissible class and prove that the optimal cost is 
the limit of the optimal cost for the original admissible control class. 
Physicall!,, the differential game problem corresponds to controlled heat 
Bow through a bar of some substance initially of length 1. Heat sources (or 
sinks) are present initially and the ends of the bar are heated (or cooledj to 
maintain the prescribed temperatures n(t) and b(r) at time t. 
1. DIFFERENTIAL GAnm WITH PARTL~L DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ox 
CONTROLLED DOMAINS 
In this section \\e state the problem precisely and set the notation. 
For any positive integer m, let R’” denote nz-dimensional Euclidean space. Let 
T be a fised positive number-the duration. 
Let IS and Z denote compact, diqoint intervals in R1 with I. containing I and 
Z containing 0. 
Arotation. For nonnegati[-e constants ;I1 and L, let I*“’ and ZL be the class 
of continuously differentiable functions J = jv(.j and z = 2(.) on [0, T], taking 
values in 1. and Z, respectively, satisfying y(O) = I, a(O) = 0, 5(O) = 0, and 
(for y) a uniform Lipschitz condition with constant AZ and (for z) a uniform 
Lipschitz condition with constant L. A function in Iv.” or ZL is called a 
conlrol. 
Let I/ 11~ denote the usual supremum norm and // . /lLP the usual Lebesgue 
space norm, 1 z-I p -C CC. Let P(a, b) denote the space of q times continuously 
differentiable functions on (n, b) and 11 &. the norm in c’*. 
Given any controls y(.) E I*-” and a( ,) E ZL, let Q( y9 a) be the set of pairs -- 
(t,.~j~R’suchthat3(tj c x <~(rjforO c t < T. Let Q(y, a) denoteQ(y, a) u 
?Q(j*, -j, where ;IQ(J~, zj is the houndaT of Q(y, 2). 
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For any J E I’,“, u” E ZL consider the first initial-boundaT value problem for 
the function P = v(t. s) 
,Z’(O, x) = d(s) (0 < s i, I), (1.4 
r(t, n(t)) = a(t) (0 <: t < T), (1.3) 
efr, j*(t)) = b(t) (0 < t 5.; T). (1.4) 
\\‘e will assume for the functions 4, CI, b: 
(A) f$ E C’(0, I), a, 6 E C”(0, T), 4(O) = a(O), d’(O) = a’(Oj, 4”(O) = a”(O), 
+( 1) = b(O), $‘( 1) = 6’(O), #J”( 1) = b”(0). 
Under assumption (A) for every y E I*,“, z E ZL there is a unique, at least 
continuous (up to the boundary) solution v(t, x) of (1. I)-( 1.4). 
Consider the following diffeomorphism: 
(t, .rj EQ(J, z) - (t, 0 E [O, Tl x [O, 11, s - z(f) t =J’(t) -- z(t). (1.5) 
Then, with u(!, 6) = c(t, [(y(t) - z(t)) + a(tj), the problem (l.l)-(1.4) 
becomes 
[r$(j - i) + i]; (0 < t < T,O < [ < I), 
(1.6) 
40, C) = d(6) (0 5: 4 < I)- (1.7) 
up, 0) = a(t) (0 5; t < T). (1.8) 
up, I) = b(t) (0 < t < T), (1.9) 
where the overdot denotes djdt. 
Given any yE Iv,“, ,~EZ~ we have 
Hence the operator 
L,,: = (y _I + $ + (j&j [5(? - i) + 21 g (1.10) 
is uniformly elliptic for every y E E-a”, 2 E ZL with the constants of ellipticity 
CY, p depending only on I-, Z, and the fact I’ CI 2 = 4. 
From the fact that the coefficients in the second term in (1.10) are hounded 
and continuous it follo~~s that we ma!- apply Friedman [S, Lemmas 1.1-1.3, 
p. 4961 to conclude that {under assumptiun (X) there esists a unique solution of 
(1.6)-(‘1.9) \\ith the finite Sohole\- nom (p : I) 
where S’, = [0, T] x [0, I]. Furthermore 
I/ u ll,,.f,‘,sr, .. 1 CII a 114 + II a I’:! + II b 11.2) 
and if 4 E c’p+J (see Friedman [S, p. 496]), 
(1.11) 
where c’ is a constant dependin,? onI!, on 1.. 2, .lI, L. and T. 
Then. if “~9 is the solution of (I.?)-( 1.4) and u is the solution of (I .6)-( I .9’). 
u(f, c’, = c(t. [(j,(t) - Z(f)j + 2(f)). 
In fact 11-e could detinc h!- “wlution” to (I .2)-t 1.3) the function II under trans- 
formation (I .5). This comrnrnt will he needed in tiection 3. Friedman proves 
that a solution of (I .6)-( 1.9) exists with js( ‘) and :( .) merely uniforlnly Lipschitz. 
Estirnatr (1.1 I) will still hold hut not ( 1.12). 
Let /~(t, .v. ‘~7. ~8. 2j h e J uiven function detined on [O. T] ., R’ R’ 1. Z. -) 
\\.e 3sunie for the function Ii 
(B:) //ff. .\‘. i’, ~9~ 2) is unifornilj~ continuous in (f. .I. i’, J’. 2). 
Gi\-iyn \‘E I-,“. y” e ZL \f e then are gi\-en the follo\vinp pa\wff functional of _ . 
f&d duration 
P( 1’. (1.13) 
If (B) holds for /I, then (B) holds for H. 
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Consider the differential game associated with (I .6)-( I .9) and payofi (I. 14). 
Player y is striving to marimize (I. 14) and player 2 is attempting to minimize 
it. \Ve use here Friedman’s concept of information flow to each player via the 
use of &Fames [7]. We must modify his concept of h-strategies, however, to 
Lipschitz- S-strategirs (Barr-on [I. i]) for each player, in fact Cl-Lipschitz 
S-strategies since the outcome functions must be in our classes 1.” and ZL. Thus 
we refer to [I. 21 f(or basic detinitions with obvious modifications. To set the 
notation, 
J”rz, “‘r, are upper and louver 8 - (.lZ)-strategk frlr -\‘, 
rJ”, L_1,:, are upper and lower 8 - (L)-strzSegir5 for 3. 
le”(dZ, L) :e inf sup PIL-l,, 1 ,‘rP] G upper S - (.11, L! I-alue, 
L, .,I,~0 0 
l,(AII, ~5) = sup inf Qnrr, , LJf,] G lower S - (.I/, Lj value. 
,‘frhLd6 
The ),-outcome of (L3,j , a”r6) or (,“& . LJ6) must be in I.,\’ and the c-outcome 
in ZL. 
LEiVhI.4 1.1. Let (.A), (B) /IO/~/. Tkerr 1~ ‘( .lI. L) = lim,-,, I”( .I/, L) exists and 
b’-(Al. L) = lim,S,, I’,(M, L) esists for all II h 0, L “:. 0. 
This lemma can be proved in a manner similar to that of Friedman [7, 
Theorem 2.2.2]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (A), (B) hold. Tken tke Lipsckitz pane associated xitk 
(1.6)-( 1.9) and pu~vff(l.14) has .zwlue l-(.11, L); that is, 
r-(M,L) = l~+(.ll.L) = r--(.lI,L). 
Remark. It follows that the game assnciated with ( I. I )-( 1.4) and payof (I. 13 1 
has I-alue = J’(.IZ? ,C.j. 
Proof of Tkeoretn 1.1. For N, a positive integer, S = T/n and partition [0, T] 
into n subintervals 0 < 6, C: S2 ,: ... ‘._ A,r+l <: S,; = T. 6! = i 8 (I r:: i < n), 
Since it can be shown that 
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for anv E : 0, there exist .\/ps, LJL, such that 
lvs(,lZ,Lj :.: P[Ll, , .JfP] + f for all Ld,, (1.16) 
l,(dZ,L) : J pyr,, , ciq - 6 for all .‘Ir. 0 . (1.17) 
Then construct control functions for J’ and z as follows (cf. [7]): 
Consider the upper 6 - (;II. L)-game. Jr*W. 
In [O, &I 
then 
then 
j’ plays y,(t) = *!‘Pi(: 1’ . -1 * 1 I .*Y Ej-l 1 .\‘,-I 3 zj) (l), 
where 
:! r(tj = zx(t + b), t E [S,-, . 6,~,]. 
Denote h!.js”( .), z6(.) the control functions thus obtained. By the definition of 
an upper ,“P strategy -v”( .) E Iv,“. ~“(0) = 1. By the definition of an upper LAs 
strategy and the construction of ran we have z,(O) = 0, Sd+(8t) = &-(8,) = 0 
and thus zfi(.) E ZL. The “+” and “-” signs indicate right and left derivates. 
Compare the ‘i*LCs game to the following ai*LG, game: 
In LO, &I 
then 
j’ plays or = I” restricted to [O. A,], 
In [S;-, , S;] (2 . . j C II) 
then 
~9 play y;(t) = -r’“(t) restricted to [8j-t , S,]. 
Denote the u” control thus constructed by 9(r). Let “IT, be the lower S-strategy 
with range (J”( .):. 
.4pplying ( 1.16) in ,“,LG6 and ( I. 17) in Ji*LGg we have 
1"(.1/,L) :.: P(y8, 26) + E. r',(na,L) 3 P(y", 2") - E. (1.18) 
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Note that qj(f) = ~;+~(t), t E [6,-t, Sj] with zi = c6 restricted to [&i-r, Sj] SO 
that ag(f) = z6(t - 6) if 6 < t C< T. 
The theorem will then follow Oom the fact that 176(M. L) >, F,(M, L), 
(1.18) and the following. 
Let us denote the solution of (1.6)-( 1.9) corresponding to (F”, ah), and us 
the solution of (1.6)-( 1.9) corresponding to (J”, a&. Then there is a positive 
function o(r), U(Y) - 0 as Y + 0 independent of any controls so that 
maz I u”lt. 4) - NF,(f, 01 :c: o(6). (1.19) 
To prove (I. 19) consider on 0 G: t < 6: 
The first equality follows from z,(s) = 0, 0 >G t <: 6. The second inequality 
follows from the fact that as(t) E Z, -v”(t) E I’, Vt and I- n 2 = q%; so C is a generic 
constant depending only on Iv, Z. The last inequality follows from z”(.) E ZL. 
S(O) = 0 and the mean value theorem. 
On the intenal 6 5.: t .%:; T. q,(t) = S(f - Sj so 
I I 
! (Jqf) - z”(f))? - (p(f) - Z&(f))2 
. 2@(t) + z”(t - S) + 9(f) 
1 oqq _ z”(q)’ (.\“(f) _ ,““(f _ S))Z 1 ,-“(I - 6) - w (1.21) 
::: CL& 
with the last inequality following from a$( .) E ZL. 





,‘i(f) _ z6(fj [ft.+“(f) - qf)! + WI lit 
- .I: y”(f) : Q(f) 
[((y(t) - 56(t)) + 5,(t)] dt 1 
G I E log(y6(f) - +)I: - 4 log(jB(f) - %(t))l: 1 
+ I .r,’ y(f;?yf) 
dt - 1’ 
.n 
( i.22) 
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To e\-aluate I, . \ve haw from >s”(O) := 1, z’(O) = z.,(O) = 0: 
where C is a constant depending onI!- I- and Z 
For I, . \ve hat-e 
Combining ( 1.23) and ( 1.24) yields 
I 1 
.I 
,-l(t) lff ‘.: u(~). ( 1.25) 
- I, 
where 0 e.’ a(b) ----t 0 as 6 ---f 0 and gr is independent of controls and ,x(t) = ,I(/. .) 
with 
\rith .4(f) E [I,( !sCi - a.jj’ - I/( ~.‘f - a6)z] i”/i-<z. If G(t, 4; T, s) denotes the 
Green function for the operator ti/?t - .4(tj then [‘(t, T) c G(r, .; T. .) is the 
fundamental solution. It follows from (1.20) and (1.21) that Jj (‘11 _ a(6) for 
another function (T as above where 11 /I denotes the operator norm in ~9’. Lr&-rg 
this fact. representation (I .36) for r!~. and (1.25) we conclude from Friedman 
[R. p. 5121 that 
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for another functinn (J as ahove. But this is statement (I. 19). Nest, by condition 
PI 
\vhere 0 is a function dependent onI!- on the modulus c.lf continuity of H wth 
respect to A. z’. and 2. 
Hence using this inequalit!- we get from (1 .I@ 
0 !;.. 1 -y :I/, L) - I -,;,( l/. L) c- 3E if S is sufficiently small, (1.27) 
completing the proof. 
As in Friedman [8] the proof of Lemma I .I also follows from inequality 
(I .27). 
2. THE APPLICATION OF THE LINE METHOD TO THE 
OPTrhWL CONTROL PROBLEM 
In this section we treat the problem in which z(t) 3 0, t E [0, T] for all u”. 
That is, the left boundary is fised. Thus only j’ is trying to masimize the payoff. 
The problem then consists of finding a F( ,) in the admissible class so that 
is maximized subject to 
4075) = d(6) (0 q ( rs: I), (2.3) 
u(t. 0) = n(t) (0 s; t <; T), (2.4) 
u(t, I) = b(t) (0 5: t :< T). (2.5) 
Here H(t, 5, u,y) = h(t, [J, v(t, &y),y)~*, where k(t, s, eq,y) is a given 
function as in Section 1 and ‘1 = v(t, x) is the solution of (I .I)-( 1.4) (with 
2 = 0). 
The admissible class will be I ‘J’*~ the subclass of functions in 1”’ satisfying ,
llj’ I/= 5: L. The set I’.“*L \\ith the norm j/ . 11, is compact hv the Arzela-Ascoli 
lemma. 
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DEFINITION. A control JV”(.) f I-.“B~ IS 6ptifnal if P(J~“) = mas,,, ,%,.L Pi!!). 
LVe also denote P(J~) by P(u(?)) t o indicate the implicit dependence on u. 
N’e reduce the aboi-e problem by the method of lines to a sequence of optimal 
control problems for a system of ordinary differential equations. This approach 
allows us to apply well-known results regarding this s!-stem. .Ilso. it is ,rmen~ble 
to numerical techniques. and is constructive in nature. 
Given an!- positive integer II. partition the inttwxl [O. I] into II subintervals 
of equal length ti = I II: 
n: 0 = t’,, . : Cl < ..’ <: c >,, = I. _I $.=i.H (0 ,:: i ‘; n). (2.6) 
Consider the following system of ordinary differential equations for the 11 - I 
functions w,(1). wJt) ,..., w,,-,(t): 
i = 1, 2,.... II - I, 0 *I. t .:z T, for a given J( .) E I-.“aL, with initial conditions 
wi(0) = cjh(ei) (I ,*I i :.. 12 - I). (2.8) 
In (2.7) we also have the given functions 
W”(f) = a(f) and WJf) = b(t). (2.9) 
In matrix form this svstem becomes 
dw 
dt = & f [.4nc + y(f)] + -& [B(5) .X’ + .\(f, <,I7 
(2.10) 
with initial conditions 
where 
u(O) = .R’,, (2.1 I) 
B(f) = 
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-2 1 00 
1-2 10 
0 1 -2 1 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
0 0 00 . * 0 1 -2 
0 tlo 0 ... 0 0 0 
-E, 0 52 0 0 0 0 
0 -6 53 0 0 0 0 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
0 0 0 0 * * . -4,,-? 0 4n-2 






, In-l),Ybl-1) - [lfl$) 
0 




4,-l%(t) n-1:. 1 
For any control functiony(.) E I-8” there exists a unique absolutely continuous 
solution u(t) on [0, T] of (2.10) (2.11). Furthermore, as one easily checks (cf. 
\Yalter [lo]) there are constants 0s = l/rr, and K,, depending only on the set I’, 
the constant .I2 and bounds for the functions 4, a, and 6 such that 
/ fci(f)l < I& in [0, T] for all 0 < B = l,!tl < P,, (1 :G i 2: n - 1). 
(2.12) 
For any continuous function ,x(t) = (al(t),..., a,-,(tj) on [0, T] into Rn-l we 
define as norm 
1 a I,, = mas(J cq III; 1 5.: i Cr, n - 1). (2.13j 
L\‘e require then the following theorem which establishes that system (2.10)- 
(2.1 1) provides a good approsimation to system (2.2)-(2.5), uniformly in 
-y( .) g I-.l’.L. 
THEoREhr 2.1. Let (.A) hold. Gi~xn a control function y(.) f Iw4”sL, /et u(t, 4) 
be the corresponding solution of (2.2)-(2.5), and w(t) = (zq(t),..., wnml(t)) the 
corresponding solution of (2.10)-(2.11) for partition (2.6) of [0, 11. Let u”(t) = 
(46 0, u(t, &j,..., u(t, tnml)). Then, for each c :, 0, there esists an N = 
N(E, N, L) independent of which control y( .) E I -J’*~ is chosen, such that 
lu n-w(,I” iI< fchenef~er n 2 .V. (2.14) 
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The prouf of the theorem (for more general equations) is gi\-en in I\-alter [IO]. 
\\‘e can find S independentI!. of I\ hich j.( ,) 5 I e’f.L is chosen due to the cwn- 
pactness of I.‘f.L with the norm 11 lIL This follows 13~. an easy- application of 
\\‘alter’s arguments for an c-nrt of lw”lL and thrn taking the largest of the .\“s 
determined there. Note that hecause > appears in (7.10) this argument is not 
necessaril!- estended to the entire class I-,“. 
Consider nn\\- the optimal control problem associated with system (2. IO), 
(2. I1) and the pay~ti functional 
(2.15) 
“0 #=” 
\\‘e also denote PJJ) by P,,(1-c()-j). Note that PJJ,) is simple the &difference 
approsimation to (2.1) corresponding to the partition (2.6) of [O, 11. 
\\‘e first show that these approximating control problems have an optimal 
control in the admissible class I-A”.~. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (-\I\), (Bj hold. For each positii’e integer n, there exists u 
fu?lction Jf( .) E I-,“J SldI thnt 
with w * the optimal trajector~~ (i.e. the solution qf (I lO)-(3. I I ) for ~8:). 
Proof. Consider J#(.) as a state variable and write d~~:dt = q(t). Then the 
problem is equivalent to finding a control function q(t) maximizing payoff (2.15) 
subject to the state equations 
dw -= 
dt -& [--lf(l + rl + -& [B(S) ‘il’ + .vt, C)l 7(t), 
(1.16) 
-_ 
dl - = 7)(t) 
dt 
on 0 < t < T, with initial conditions 
w(O) = w0 . j(O) = I . (2.18) 
In this problem, the class of admissible controls ZL consists of functions +! = 71(, j 
defined on [0, T], with range in [--,II, JI] and uniformly Lipschitz continuous on 
[0, T] with Lipschitz constant L. Note that payoff (2.15) is explicitly independent 
of 7(t) = j(t). 
The above problem is a particular case of a standard problem in optimal 
control with compact constraint set on the state -v and “inertial” controllers. 
Thus, it follows, for example, from Berkowitz [3, Theorem 2.11 that there 
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esists a control 7jn*( .) E .ZL which is optimal for payoff (2.15). Note that the class 
3 defined above is ~sart!v the class of functions referred to in Berkowitz 
theorem. 
Letting (j-t . Cc ) denote the state corresponding to 7:. the above discussion 
yields that JV: E lw,‘r.L and F,, * is the optimal control for the original problem. 
This completes the proof. 
\\‘e no\v ha\-e established through Theorem 2.3 the esistence of a sequence of 
control functions {>q,:(.)]‘;=1 each a member of I‘.“aL which is optimal for the 
corresponding (II - I)-dimensional system abo\-e. Since 17,“.L with the norm 
ij . 11, is compact, there is a subsequence of {jvf),, again denoted by \‘~~,~~, which 
con\-erges in the I] Ill-norm ft.1 a function ~,:,,~(t) E I-.“.L. That is;. 
Let ~,t,,~(t. 4) denote the solution of (2.2)-(X) corresponding to J$,,~ and let 
KG.L 1 = wl,L(?.,Tf.L )) denote the corresponding payoff (2.1). \Ve then have 
THEOREM 2.3. C’nder assumptions (-4) ntui (B) xv l1a.z.e t/rut 
That is, F,* rorwerges iti 11 Ijl-norm to an optittzal control ~a,:,,~ . 
The theorem is pro\-ed as a consequence of the following lemmas 11 hich are 
interesting in their own right from a numerical analysis point of view. 
LERTRLI 2.1. Let (-A), (B) hoki. Then 
um$rm[~~ in v(.j E IwJt.L, the limit ~fepetufitrg on!v on .lI and L. Here w(t) := 
(q(f),..., rcn-;(t)) is the solution qf(2.10). (2.1 I), and u(t. [j is the solution (2.2)- 
(2.5) for F(t). 
Prooj. By (2. I) and (2.15). for each-v(.) E lw.rr.L 
I wd?)) - PnM?))I 
T 1 
= If r 4, Mt), 0, 0, At)) y(f) df ‘0 ‘0 
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The result now follows from the uniform continuity of h in all variables, the 
continuity of u(t. [) uniformly in ~3, Theorem 2.1, and the fact that I y(t)1 is 
bounded uniformly in ~9. 
.\I.L C’OROLLARY 2.1. limti-,. P,( = p.u.r. 
The corollary follows immediatel!~ from the lemma. 
Consider now the sequence ;.I,:; and -I#,:,,~ satisfying (2.19). Let u:(,. .) 
denote the solution of (2.2)-(3.5) corresponding to JV~ . Then 
Proqf. Let 
I ., 




2:,t(u,g = 0 and q;,,p;,. L) = 0 (2.20) 
and u,T and u,:,.~ satisfy the same initial-boundary conditions (2.3)-(2.5). 
Since jr,: + VT, , and -+,r --C,f,,L uniformly on [0, T] by (2.19). it follows -, ,. 
from the maximum principle for linear (uniformly) parabolic equations (cf. 
Friedman [j]) that 
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uniformly on [0, T] x [0, 11. The lemma thus follows immediately from (2.19), 
(2.21) and condition (B). 
Finally, we have 
LERtn1.i 2.3. Let (A), (9) hold. Then 
Proof. \\‘ith notation as above we have 
By Lemma 2.1 and the uniform continuity of h in all variables, and since 
II 2 - JI,~,,~ 11~ - 0, the first term on the right hand side tends to 0 as n --c cc. 
By Lemma 2.2 the second term also tends to 0 and the result follows. 
Proof of Theorern 2.3. By Theorem 2.2 and the definition of PirlL, 
PMnL = P&“(?‘;)) = ,y L P,&(y)), n 
lim P,“mL = !!m;, Pn(u*(y,f)) = P(u,“;,,(~s;,,)). ‘i + T (2.13) 
By Corollary 2.1, 
lim P,, hf.L = pM,L = It -.x2 sup WY))* 
“iYM.L 
Combining (3.23) and (2.24) yields 
which is the theorem. 
3. THE CONTROL PROBLEM WITH LESS REGULARITY 
(2.34) 
In this section the class of admissible control functions for the optimal control 
problem associated with (2.1)-(2.5) consists of functions y(t) on [O. T] into I- 
with y(O) = 1 and 11 p 11,2. < AZ. Denote this class by >?I.“. Note that Iv”r*L C 
I’,\’ C Wf. A function in .?Y*” has a bounded, measurable derivative. 
For each y E j?Yrf it follows from Ladyzenkskaja, Sofonnikov, and Ural’ceva 
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[!I, Theorem 4.11 rhat there is a unique continuous solution ~(,t, EJ of (2.21- 
(2.5) ha\-ing the finite norm 
where Eur’i-[ is a \\A Jrri\xtiw. Hence WC &tine here. hv a solution c m: P(/. x) 
of(l.l)-(1.4)(\\ith : = 0’). rhe function ,i(t. .A) = ~(t. t,l v(l)). \f ith 11 the solution 
of (2.2)-(2.5). 
\\‘e require the f~~lln\\ ing condition for /r 
(B’) A(!. .x, ‘z‘, J’) is unifnrmly Lipschitz continuous in (A~ ~1, -1.1 e H’ . 
R’ .: I* and 1 l~(t, s, i’, jqjl : _I C’onst.( 1 + / .v 1 + I .i’ / + I J’ I). 
LERIMA 3.1. L~I (X) atuf (B’j irold. Suppose the sequence :.y,,; 1.1 // ‘1 md the 
1.otttr.d~ E .V satisj~\~ for some Lebesgue space Lf*[O, r], I p C: ,x8, 
Tlr en 
dere, 0s usud. u,, and II are the sduliotrs ?f (2.2)-(2.5) fir J’,, and Jr. respec-tizyefy. 
Provj. From [!I. Theorem 4.51 if (3.2) holds then u,, -+ u in norm (3.1). 
By (2.1’) and (B’) we have 
‘. .; co 1’ I1 [(I 5 I + I) I ?.,,Q) - j(f)1 + I u,(t, 0 - u(t, 91 (f( tfr 
‘0 ‘(I 
for some constants Co, c’, independent of y or n. 
Since I-y(t)1 z;< Const., I?(t)\ :: ,IZ, a.e., Vy ~98”. it follows from the a 
priori inequality [5, Theorem 2.11 that 1 u(t, t)] 5: C’onst. uniformly in y E d9,“. 
Hence from (3.4) 
I P(u,,(j~,)j - P(4?9)l G G II xn - T IL + c; t;=& II un(t, -) - u(t, *)II&Ll] , 
lvhich tends to 0 as II - co uniformly in the controls. This completes the proof. 
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DEFINITIOX. P.” -: - “Upuir”f P(u( J),. 
-THEOREM ?.I. lini,-,: P.".L = P,". 
Prcyj. By definition 
P.M.L = sup P(u(J-)). (3.5’1 
,,~ p1I.L 
Since I.,“.L !I //.‘I we must ha\-e P”.[ P” for all L 0. On the other hand 
gi\-en E , 0 there is ;1 ? e 4.” so that 
P,‘l .; P( li( j)) + E. i3.6) 
~herr ri is the solution of ( 3.1)-(1.5) for ?. For this ?; +G ./’ ‘I. by denseness, there _
erkts an L,, = &,(c. P) and a function .\vL c Iw,“*L~ so that o- 
-, ,I -1 - .\‘I,, l’.c. + 11 .f - .i’& IIL? c. (3.7) 
From (3.7) and Lemma 3. I we haw \-ia (3.6) that for all L L,, 
(3.8) 
This complrtes the proof. 
It should by remarked that the results c~f this paper hold for more general 
parabolic equations than the hunt equation and also for more general payoffs than 
that considered herein. Finally. it has come to the authors’ attention that the 
above optimal cnntrol problem was also studied by J. Jatfre in his third cycle 
doctoral thesis of 1974 at the Llniversit!, of Paris 1.1. Hnwxer. he treats the 
problem by completely different methods and, furthermore. only studies the case 
of a quadratic cost functional. The results of this paper wcw shon n to hold for 
u;eneral nonlinear pavoffs and, moreo\-er. used the method of lines \vhich allows 
one to npplv the manv results in o.d.e. control theorv to find the optimal control 
for our case. 
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